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About This Game

Created by a dad and his 11 year old son, Best Buds is a 2D run'n'gun where you'll have to team up and battle the foul creations
of Doctor Jushaan’s twisted genius and escape from his digital prison dimension. Travel to 11 different worlds, all presented in

classic 16-bit style, with a catchy chip-tune soundtrack and lots of over-the-top weapons!

A varied and imaginative arcade platformer, full of blasting action and a whole lot of exploring to uncover secrets and
hidden areas!

Discover special power-ups such as tanks, skateboards, mine carts, TNT, giant-buds, mini-buds, banana napalm, donuts
of death and many more!

Equip insanely powerful, silly, and just plain deadly weapons to defeat the evil army and gain access to new areas. Equip
shrink-rays, lasers, ice-cream blasters, buzzsaw guns, homing missiles, and more!

Gigantic evil bosses and over 100 varied enemies to fight, many fresh from the imagination of an eleven year-old boy.
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11 different worlds, pixelated in 16-bit Arcade machine style, with plenty of modern touches including detailed
background animation, multi-layered parallax, weather and special effects.

Replay the game with a whole new level of challenge in REPLAY+ mode.

Since this is a Super Icon game, there are plenty of references to classic games, such as Ghosts ’n Goblins, Green Beret,
Bionic Commando, Black Tiger, and loads more!

Sometimes the ideas for the most addictive games don't come from traditional sources, like brainstorming meetings of
development teams. Instead, they just pop up organically. That is the case here, Best Buds vs Bad Guys is a 2D run ’n’ gun from
a game developer Dad and his 11 year old son, with a special message behind it. Richard and Lucas both have a love of classic

pixel art games, and always wanted to develop a game of this genre together.

"We call each other 'best bud', and really wanted to create a game together. We both love classic pixel art games; exploring and
discovering cool stuff, shooting lots of nasties! So from there the concept was born, a game about teamwork, battling bad guys
and using stupidly powerful weapons and power-ups to do it. A game about good over evil and about friendship, overcoming

difficulties, and kicking bad-guy butt!"

"We wanted to create an authentic retro experience which draws upon Lucas' imaginative ideas for enemies and levels and my
admiration & love of classic 80s/early 90s arcade machine games like Contra, Ghosts ’n Goblins, Green Beret, Mega Man,

Bionic Commando and more."

THE BAD GUYS

We love themed enemies and themed levels; and this is on full display in Best Buds! Each enemy and boss has been lovingly
crafted to have a distinct look, theme, and personality.

And we love variety and diversity too - so that's why we pixelated over 100 of them, Nasty!
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I like this game. It is arcade, not sim in any way.. Camera. Camera is just the worst. Get this if you want what it adds to the
game. I recommend it for those who want more humanoid races (looks like human\/body structure of a human) and ships that
are based off of Sci-Fi and other stories\/genres.. The Age of Fear series a fun one to check out if you like tactical games and
the main difference between the games (since the dev updates all the age of fear games as new features comes out) is in the
racial campaigns, and which is the best for you will boil down to individual preferences.

For mine though, the demon campaign is the most fun of them all (followed closely by undead in aof1 and nature in aof3).. Big
Joust fan here! Love the different game modes and great party game overall.. Would i be able to get this on the windows version
since i bought it on the mac not thinking that i would get a windows computer 3 months later?
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This loco and the class 31 and now the class 27 and the 25 are all musts for those playing scenarios in those early days of deisel
traction, those iconic sounds of the era really make it seem real.. YES YES YES

I'll be the first to admit, I have the admittedly cliche'd view on Dark Souls II. I have a love-hate relationship. I like it a lot, but
there's a lot I don't like. I picked up this DLC expecting the same, but holy crap. This is Dark Souls 1 level quality. This was
amazing. Bonfire placement was like Dark Souls 1. Wow

I can't state with words how \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing awesome the final boss was. Recruiting the knights and falling in to
the depths of hell to fight alongside them was so good. And when the lava parted and the King stood out, my mouth peeled back
into a huge toothy grin. This DLC was awesome, and it's easily the best snow area FromSoft has ever made, yes, beating out
Ariamis and Ariandel. 1 gripe was the stupid teleport-on-to-the-Ivory-King's-sword-stab-attack but other than that, perfect. The
enemies were spaced enough to allow for proper fights. There was so much tension making my way from that first bonfire. The
boss was fantastic, easily the best boss in the game so far. I have to play the other DLCs, but this is an amazing start. Good
bloody job. This is up there with Artorias of the Abyss and The Ringed City. 9\/10. Looks and feels like a tech demo. Barely
any gameplay mechanics. Not a horror game. No fun at all.. Apart from some trifling issues such as the odd crash, some dodgily
translated documents, a rather difficult first level (at least until you suss what you're supposed to do), and a severe lack of save
points, this is actually one of the better "budget" horror games you'll play this - or just about any - year.

  It looks amazing, is highly immersive and atmospheric, and has a genuinely intriguing plot...but again, ONLY if you show a bit
of patience in the first area, which I'll confess I nearly gave up on (hint: it's not that hard, once you observe the A.I. for a while
and play it super-safe).

  A minor gem lying in wait for those willing to persevere.

Verdict: 8\/10.. it's 14 mb, nuff said. I'm enjoying it but it's quite buggy. The UI has loads of glitches and I've had a couple of
unusual situations where the game logic breaks (such as a unit moving, then playing the card to send them back to their original
space, but in the interval the AI has moved another unit into that space, so the game breaks and you have to quit).

It's not too bad overall but I can't recommend it for the price until they fix some of the many bugs. It looks like the developers
are doing some patches, so hopefully I'll be able to change this to a thumbs up soon.. I'll be honest.

The second I saw the fact you play a cowboy, a wizard, and a skeleton at the same time, I was sold. I'm only a few levels in, but
so far the gameplay feels nice and solid, and characters feel varied without actually changing too much of their moveset.
The cowboy, who you start as, has wall climb and a nifty -if kind of tricky to time- dash jump.
The wizard, who you add to the party second, has a double jump. I also find his attack my go to if I can.
The Skeleton, who comes last, has a hover, though it does not last forever and it's more like a slowed down fall.
And just with those, the level design works perfectly to give each of these characters completely different ways to cover terrain.
This is a fun platformer, but it does get pretty tricky!. The game is good, the only thing that needs immediate attention are the
tracks. They need to be a little wider, most of the time I dont want to go to the pit stop. But thats where I go, if the tracks where
wider. I would have a chance to steer away.

The other problem is the handling of cars, the handling needs fixing. Cant control the cars very well, the controls are too
sensitive.

The sound, graphics are great, but what I said above hinders it.. Mixed feelings about this game. On one hand, the puzzles are
fun if you enjoy nonograms. On the other hand, the difficulty never ramps up through the 100 puzzles you have to complete. In
some cases, the puzzles cannot be solved by logic and will require you to take a leap of faith to complete the last couple empty
spots. Finally, the graphics are atrocious and will remind you of those creepy youtube videos made for children.
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